The Charging Dock charges 600/700 series Socket Mobile products. It provides a designated docking station for the barcode scanner and RFID reader.

Use the Charging Dock and avoid downtime by always having your barcode scanner or reader charged and ready to go. Small magnets designed into the dock aligns the scanner/reader to the dock, helping to firmly secure the scanner/reader to the Charging Dock. It also eliminates wires from taking over the work space. The addition of an optional attachable security cable helps deter thieves.

For self checkout and unattended POS solution, select the Charging Dock with Security Base for secure placement of the barcode scanner and Charging Dock.

**Benefits**

- Charges Scanner and RFID Reader - The Charging Dock contains contacts designed to match the 600/700 Series scanners charging pins, enabling the scanner to charge and operate under AC power when mounted in the Charging Dock.
- Elegant, Functional and Compact - The Charging Dock design was carefully created for the 600/700 Series scanners in style, form and function, as well as complement the appearance of mPOS solutions.
- Provides a designated place to store and charge your barcode scanner or RFID reader.
- Flexible Configuration Options:
  1. Rubber grip on bottom of Charging Dock prevents sliding and can be placed on any flat surface.
  2. Easily screws down to secure the dock in place using 4/20 screw.
- Lanyard can remain attached to scanner on Charging Dock.
- Charging Dock LED indicates when the Charger is “ON” and connected to power.
- Made with antimicrobial material for protection against potentially harmful bacteria.
- Provides a method to use the Auto Scan feature with 2D barcode scanners or the RFID reader.

**Hardware Features**

- Security Base - Allows for secure placement on most flat surfaces or counter tops using the supplied screws or strong adhesive tape.
- Optional Cable - Attaches the barcode scanner to the charging dock to deter the scanner from potentially walking away. Cable extends 36” long for scanning flexibility.
- Magnet - Ensures proper alignment for charging.
- Counter Top Options - (1) Secure base with provided screws. (2) Secure base in place with provided strong, adhesive tape.
## TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

### Connector:
Compatible with any AC or DC adapter with 5V output at 1 AMP and 4mm barrel connector

### Dimensions:
- **Charging Dock only:** 4.2in x 2.9in (10.7cm x 7.4cm)
- **Security Base only:** 0.86in x 3.5in (2.2cm x 8.9cm)
- **Pull Reel:** extends up to 36”

### Weight (excluding AC adapter & Charging Cable):
- **Charging Dock with Security Base:** 334g / 11.82oz
- **Charging Dock only:** 218g / 7.69oz
- **Security Base only:** 117g / 4.13oz

### Warranty:
90 Days

### Electrical:
- Charging Dock LED indicates power connection
- Scanner/Reader LED indicates when it is fully charged (solid green)